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The Ten Projects Team is pleased to present its second volume of what will 

become an ongoing newsletter to inform our supporters and those new to 

our organization of recent, happening, and future plans. 

 

If you have not had a chance to check out our new blog, we strongly 

encourage you to do so. Through our blog and Facebook we are hoping to 

get more feedback from those that are interested in our initiative, as well as 

provide our supporters with continuous updates about our project plans. A 

link to our blog will be included at the end of our newsletter, along with our 

contact e-mail. 

 

We are very excited about the sustained growth of Ten Projects over the past 

few months and, as always, would like to thank those who have shown us 

continual support.  Your efforts to spread the word about Ten Projects have 

given us the confidence and ability to impact the lives of many less fortunate 

children and their families around the world. 
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Project #2: Peru 

 

Our second project took place in Machigon, Peru, a rural village in the Andes Mountains. 

With help from a friend, Lorena Aranda, we were able to work with San Jose Obrero 

Marianistas, the high school Lorena attended, which aids rural villages in La Libertad, 

Peru. Only narrow dirt roadways lead to the village, and the imminent rainy season 

makes them extremely difficult to navigate by creating treacherous traveling conditions. 

During the rainy months, village inhabitants are rarely able to travel to town to get 

needed supplies. To complete the main part of the project, team members assembled care 

packages of needed items including food, drink, and hygiene supplies for households. 

The team was also able to purchase pharmaceutical supplies for the make-shift pharmacy 

in the village and provide some eye medicine to help a child in the village that suffers 

from a rare eye condition. A few supplies were purchased to aid their rural school, and 

some project funds were used to buy needed school supplies for students that will be 

traveling to Trujillo, Peru for their studies. A remaining monetary donation was given to 

the San Jose Obrero Marianistas fund to aid future students from rural areas that will be 

traveling to Trujillo to study. Overall the project was a great success! We encourage you 

to watch the project video, which we will provide a link to at the end of the newsletter, so 

you can see what all of your help and support has helped us to accomplish.  
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Project #3: Pokhara, Nepal 

 

 

Pokhara, Nepal will be the site of Project #3 for Ten Projects. Team members 

Adam Laird and Lisa Pfaff will be living and providing humanitarian efforts in this 

lakeside city, set at the foothills of some of the world’s highest peaks, for the entire 

upcoming summer season. 

As with most of Nepal, Pokhara is a stunningly beautiful setting, but one filled with 

extreme poverty.  With the average man earning well below $1000 annually, lack of 

resources gives way to excessively low literacy rates, few educational opportunities, and 

short life expectancies. 

As the location for Project #3 has just been finalized, project specifics have not yet been 

determined.  Look for more details in our next newsletter! 
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Other Recent Ten Projects Media 

 

Ten Projects Project #2 Multimedia Review: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=06rRxiljv-U&feature=youtu.be  

 

Ten Projects recent interview appearance on NE School Republic 

Radio with host Brandon Petrie: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UOfAfqrB4JI&feature=youtu.be  

 

Ten Projects Contact Information: 

Blog: http://tenprojects.wordpress.com/ 
 

 E-mail: tenprojects.alk@gmail.com 
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